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Abstract: Fast Fourier transform (FFT) plays an important role in digital signal processing systems. In this study, the authors
explore the very large-scale integration (VLSI) design of high-precision fixed-point reconfigurable FFT processor. To achieve
high accuracy under the limited wordlength, this study analyses the quantisation noise in FFT computation and proposes the
mixed use of multiple scaling approaches to compensate the noise. In addition, a statistics-based optimisation scheme is
proposed to configure the scaling operations of the cascaded arithmetic blocks at each stage for yielding the most optimised
accuracy for a given FFT length. On the basis of this approach, they further present a VLSI implementation of area-efficient and
high-precision FFT processor, which can perform power-of-two FFT from 32 to 8192 points. By using the SMIC 0.13 μm process,
the area of the proposed FFT processor is 27 mm2 with a maximum operating frequency of 400 MHz. When the FFT processor is
configured to perform 8192-point FFT at 40 MHz, the signal-to-quantisation-noise ratio is up to 53.28 dB and the power
consumption measured by post-layout simulation is 35.7 mW.

1 Introduction
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is one of the most important and
fundamental algorithms in the digital signal processing area. A
variety of FFT lengths, especially the power of two, have proven
particularly valuable for various applications such as
communication, image processing and biomedical signal
processing. Thus, with the current trend toward an increasing
diversity of features and standards to be supported on a single
device, developing FFT processors that support varying FFT sizes
at the required accuracy while minimising the cost and energy
dissipation continues to be an important area of research [1, 2].

Over the past two decades, a variety of architectures have been
proposed for fixed size FFT processors, which can be classified
into two catalogues: memory based and pipelined. The memory-
based architecture [3–5] provides a low-power solution; however,
this approach suffers from long latency and may require additional
buffer space for system synchronisation. The pipelined architecture
including single-path delay feedback (SDF) pipeline FFT
architecture [1, 6] and multipath delay commutator (MDC)
architecture [7–9], provides high throughputs, but it requires more
hardware resources at the same time.

To achieve flexibility, most reconfigurable FFT processors
reported in the literature redesign and optimise the datapaths of the
fixed size FFT processor by means of multiplexer switching. A
variable-length FFT processor that integrates two radix-2 stages
and three radix-8 stages for FFT sizes 512, 1024 and 2048 was
proposed in [1, 10, 11] targeting the reconfigurable FFT processor
(128–2048/1536-point) for long-turn evolution systems, where the
former proposed a radix-3 SDF pipeline architecture enabling the
1536-point FFT computation to be compatible with the
conventional power-of-two-based SDF architecture and the latter
proposed an L-parallel M-point SDF pipeline FFT architecture to
produce a parallel pipeline FFT processor capable of variable-
length FFT computations. In [12], Kai-Jiun et al. proposed an
MDC-based architecture for multiple-input–multiple-output-
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing system with variable
length. In [13], Anthony et al. explored the memory-based FFT

architecture and proposed a configurable addressing scheme for a
continuous-flow memory-based FFT processor.

The above works have proposed various architectures for the
reconfigurable FFT processors, but few of them have given a deep
insight of the cost-accuracy tradeoff caused by the finite
wordlength effect. As known, fixed-point arithmetic is used in the
practical very large-scale integration (VLSI) implementation of
FFT algorithms, where all coefficients and input signals have to be
represented with a finite number of bits in binary format depending
on the tradeoff between the hardware cost and the accuracy of
output signals. The theoretical performance evaluation of fixed-
point FFT has been presented in previous works. Wei-Hsin and
Truong [14], Sarbishei and Radecka [15] and Mohammad Reza and
Lesley [16] investigated the quantisation property of the radix-r or
split-radix FFT module with varying operating wordlength. Jian et
al. [17] further presents a fixed-point analysis and hardware
evaluation of radix-2k FFT with SDF and MDC pipelined
structures. Nevertheless, the existing theoretical analysis still
reveals insufficiency to cope with the issues in the practical design
of reconfigurable FFT processors. To the best of our knowledge,
most of the practical FFT designs intuitively use rounding or
truncation operations to keep the wordlength under the constrained
bit budget, while few works, especially for variable-length FFT
processors, have considered the mixed use of multiple scaling
schemes to compensate the quantisation noise, which motivates us
to carry out the research in this paper.

Therefore, to yield comparable accuracy with fewer bit budget,
this research carries out a practical analysis of the fixed-point
arithmetic blocks used in FFT implementation. Unlike
conventional designs that use a unified scaling approach to keep
the wordlength, this work proposes the mixed use of multiple
scaling approaches to improve the accuracy of fixed-point FFT
implementation. In addition, a statistics-based optimisation scheme
is proposed to configure the scaling approaches of the cascaded
arithmetic blocks at each stage for yielding the most optimised
accuracy for a given FFT length. As an example, a detailed
implementation of low-cost high-precision pipelined
reconfigurable FFT processor supporting 32-8 K-point FFT is
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further proposed. Thanks to the optimised hybrid scaling scheme,
the proposed FFT processor that uses 10 bit input/13 bit output
wordlength can provide an output signal-to-quantisation-noise ratio
(SQNR) of 53.28 dB at 8 K FFT mode, and the chip area and
power consumption are also comparable when compared with the
state-of-the-art FFT implementations.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief introduction to the FFT algorithms. In Section 3, we analyse
the fixed-point arithmetic used in FFT processor and present the
statistics-based scheme to optimise the scaling operations of the
cascaded arithmetic blocks in reconfigurable FFT processors. In
Section 4, the proposed reconfigurable FFT architecture is
illustrated and the VLSI implementation and comparison results
are presented in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section
6.

2 FFT algorithm
2.1 Cooley–Tukey algorithm

The N-point discrete fourier transform (DFT) of a length-N
sequence x[n] is defined as

X(k) = ∑
n = 0

N − 1
x(n)WN

nk k = 0, 1, …, N − 1, (1)

where WN
nk = exp(j2π /N) is called twiddle factor. To reduce the

computational complexity, Cooley–Tukey algorithm [20]
decomposes large-point DFT into a set of cascade small-point
DFTs. Assume that the length of the transform is composite:
N = N1 × N2. Let the indices n and k as

n = N2n1 + n2,
0 ≤ n1 ≤ N1 − 1
0 ≤ n2 ≤ N2 − 1 (2)

k = k1 + N1k2,
0 ≤ k1 ≤ N1 − 1
0 ≤ k2 ≤ N2 − 1 (3)

and using these index mappings, we can represent the DFT
algorithm in (1) as

X[k] = X[k1 + N1k2]

= ∑
n2 = 0

N2 − 1

∑
n1 = 0

N1 − 1
x[N2n1 + n2]WN1

n1k1 WN
n2k1 WN2

n2k2 (4)

Inner parentheses of (4) are seen to be the set of N1-point DFTs of
length N2, which allows the reduction of arithmetic complexity to

be achieved by reiterating the process. Assuming G[k1, n2] the k1th
output of the n2th such DFT

G[k1, n2] = ∑
n1 = 0

N1 − 1
x[N2n1 + n2]WN1

n1k1 (5)

Next, these DFTs are multiplied in place by the twiddle factors
WN

n2k1 yielding

G′[k1, n2] = WN
n2k1G[k1, n2] (6)

Finally, the outer sum is the set of N2-point DFTs of the length N1
sequence

X[k1 + N1k2] = ∑
n2 = 0

N2 − 1
G′[k1, n2]WN2

n2k2 0 ≤ k1 ≤ N1 − 1
0 ≤ k2 ≤ N2 − 1 (7)

2.2 Radix-2/22/23 algorithm

The radix-2/22/23 algorithm is a hardware-oriented FFT algorithm
[2]. It further decomposes radix-4 and radix-8 butterflies into two
steps and three steps of radix-2 units, respectively. Assuming
N = 4, N1 = 2, N2 = 2, and substituting them into (2)–(6), the 4-
point FFT can be expressed as

BU4(k1, k0) = ∑
n1 = 0

1
∑

n0 = 0

1
x(n1, n0)W2

n0k0 W4
n1k0 W2

n1k1 (8)

where k0 = 0, 1, k1 = 0, 1. Similarly, the 8-point FFT can also be
expressed as

BU8(k2, k1, k0) = ∑
n2 = 0

1
∑

n1 = 0

1
∑

n0 = 0

1
x(n2, n1, n0)

× W2
n0k0W8

(2n2 + n1)k0W2
n1k1W4

n2k1W2
n2k2

(9)

where k0 = 0, 1, k1 = 0, 1, k2 = 0, 1. Equations (8) and (9) reveal
that the 4-point and 8-point FFTs can be decomposed into two and
three cascaded radix-2 butterfly units, respectively. Fig. 1 shows
the signal flow graph (SFG) of the radix-2/22/23 decimation in time
(DIT) FFT. It is noteworthy that no explicit multiplication is
necessary for radix-2/22/23 butterfly unit, and hence, making it
highly suitable for VLSI implementation. 

3 Machine-learning inspired optimisation of fixed-
point arithmetic
3.1 Fixed-point quantisation errors

Practical digital signal processing must be implemented with finite
precision numbers and arithmetic, which leads to non-trivial
quantisation errors. When implementing fixed-point FFT, there
mainly exist three kinds of quantisation errors source: (a)
quantisation noise of twiddle factor, (b) rounding or truncation
error of multiplication and (c) scaling error caused by addition/
subtraction. However, in FFT processors, there are much more
adders than multipliers, and hence, the SQNR performance is
dominated by the noise of the addition/subtraction operation. To
simplify the analysis, this paper assumes the former two errors are
fixed and focuses on the optimisation of the scaling errors caused
by addition/subtraction.

As known, when adding two binary numbers (N bits), an
additional bit is required for the result (N + 1 bits). However, the
wordlength of hardware cannot increase indefinitely, and thus, the
number of bits required must be maintained within a limited length
by scaling operations. In VLSI implementation, there are four
typical scaling approaches for fixed-point adders, whose pseudo-
codes in Verilog are shown in Adder 1-4. Adder 1 is the exact one,
which extends one bit for the sum. Adder 2, called truncation,

Fig. 1  SFG of an 8-point DIF FFT
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simply discards the low-order bits, giving a quantised value that is
always less than or equal to the exact value. Adder 3, called
rounding, selects the quantised value nearest the unquantised value,
giving a value which is never more than ±Δ/2 (Δ is the
quantisation step size) away from the exact value. Adder 4, called
overflow protection, limits the result to the same length as the input
value and sets the result to a minimum or maximum value on an
overflow condition.

Adder 1: Extension:

(1) wire [N–1:0] a, b;
(2) wire [N:0] sum; and
(3) assign sum = {a[N–1], a} + {b[N–1], b}.

Adder 2: Truncation:

(1) wire [N–1:0] a, b, sum;
(2) wire [N:0] sum_tmp;
(3) assign sum_tmp = {a[N–1], a} + {b[N–1], b}; and
(4) assign sum = sum_tmp ≫ 1.

Adder 3: Rounding:

(1) wire [N–1:0] a, b, sum;
(2) wire [N:0] sum_tmp;
(3) assign sum_tmp = {a[N–1], a} + {b[N–1], b}; and
(4) assign sum = (sum_tmp + 1'b1) ≫ 1.

Adder 4: Overflow protection:

(1) wire [N–1:0] a, b, sum;
(2) wire [N:0] sum_tmp;
(3) assign sum_tmp = {a[N–1], a} + {b[N–1], b};
(4) case (a[N–1], b[N–1], sum_tmp[N]);
(5) 3'b110: sum = {1'b1,{(N–1){1'b0}}};
(6) 3'b001: sum = {1'b0,{(N–1){1'b1}}};
(7) default: sum = sum_tmp[N–1:0]; and
(8) endcase.

3.2 Statistics-based optimisation

As described in Section 2, the FFT calculation is composed of a set
of cascaded addition/subtraction. While a multitude of adders with
variable noise can be used for realising FFT, there exists a design
space to explore the joint use of different kinds of scaling
approaches for a given FFT length. Thus, to explore this design
space for reconfigurable FFT processors supporting variable-length
FFT computation, this paper proposes a statistics-based
optimisation method. In our FFT architecture, we designate each
adder as a node, each of which can be exact or be one of the other
three scaling operations. With a given input and output
wordlengths, we employ a greedy exploration by iteratively
assigning all possible scaling configurations to the nodes with a
random generated training dataset. The metric for quality
evaluation is the variance of the SQNR defined as

SQNRavg =
∑n = 0

N − 1 SQNRn
N n = 0, …, N − 1, (10)

SQNRvar =
∑n = 0

N − 1 (SQNRn − SQNRavg)2

N n = 0, …, N − 1, (11)

where N is the number of tested FFT frames, SQNRn is the SQNR
of the nth FFT frame, SQNRavg and SQNRvar are the average and
variance of the SQNR, respectively.

The design space exploration is carried out using a C-based
simulation platform introduced in Section 5.1 and some of the
insights are captured: (a) the errors introduced by the earlier
pipeline stages carry more significance to the result than the later
ones; (b) the joint use of rounding and overflow protection offers a
much higher precision than using any unified approach throughout
the design; (c) with the same wordlength, rounding can achieve
higher precision than truncation, though the former costs a little bit
more hardware logic. Thus, within the wordlength constrain, it is
suggested to employ extension adders as much as possible at the
beginning stages and make the left adders configurable. During
calculation, a vector that controls the exact scaling operation of
each node is assigned to the FFT processor to provide dynamic
quality tunability.

4 Hardware architecture
4.1 Architecture overview

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed FFT processor,
which employs the pipelined SDF architecture. Since the high
radix algorithm can save executing cycles and the number of
complex multiplications, in this design, we decompose the process
of 8K-point FFT into three radix-23 stages, one radix-22 stage and
one mixed radix-2/22 stage. In addition, the proposed architecture
adopts four complex multipliers and four read-only memories
(ROMs) for twiddle factors. The five butterfly units use the SDF
pipeline structure, where first-in–first-out (FIFO) is employed for
temporary storage at each stage. Then, by means of multiplexer
switching, the proposed design is able to perform 2n-point FFT
computations starting from 32-point to 8K-point. 

According to the Cooley–Tukey algorithm, a large-point FFT
can be decomposed into several cascade small-point FFTs. To
maximise the hardware utilisation, we propose the pipeline
configuration scheme as shown in Table 1. The 8 K/4 K/2K-point
FFT share the first four stages, but at the fifth stage, the 8K-point
FFT uses radix-4 mode, the 4K-point FFT uses radix-2 mode and
the 2K-point FFT bypasses this stage. For the 1 K/512/256-point
FFT computation, the input stream ignores the first stage by
multiplexing and starts from stage 2. Moreover, the 128/64/32-
point FFT bypass the first two stages and start from stage 3. Length
of FIFO varies as per the stage in the pipeline. The first stage has a
FIFO size of 4096 complex samples, the second stage has a FIFO
size of 2048 complex samples, so on and so forth till the end of
pipeline architecture. 

It is noteworthy that a significant advantage of the proposed
configuration scheme is to improve the energy efficiency. In the
pipelined SDF structure, the FIFOs used in the early stages are
much larger than the ones used in the later stages. Thus,
considering the power consumption, the early stages are much
more power hungry than the later ones. The proposed configuration
scheme makes use of this principle by sharing the later stages as
much as possible while bypassing the early stages as long as they
are trivial. Then, by simply shutting down the clock of the
bypassed stages, the proposed architecture can minimise the power
consumption caused by the hardware overhead.

4.2 Butterfly unit

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed architecture uses three kinds of
butterfly units, which are radix-23, radix-22 and mixed radix-2/22.
All these butterfly units are designed using the SDF structure. For
the radix-22 and mixed radix-2/22 units, the design is

Fig. 2  Architecture of the proposed reconfigurable FFT processor
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straightforward. However, for the radix-23 units, non-trivial
multiplication caused by W8

1 and W8
3 may incur cost and speed

issues. As shown in (1), the multiplication of W8
1 and W8

3 requires at
least one constant multiplication (0.707) and one addition/
subtraction (1−j and −1−j). Thus, along with the addition/
subtraction in butterfly operation, the multiplication of W8

1 and W8
3

can be the critical path of the whole architecture. To short this
critical path, the proposed architecture utilises the feedback
character of the SDF structure to optimise the micro-architecture.
As shown in Fig. 3, the multiplication of W8

1 and W8
3 is broken

down into two separate parts, where the addition/subtraction for
1−j and −1−j is carried out at the feedback path and the
multiplication of 0.707 is carried out at the feedforward path. 

For the radix-22 and mixed radix-2/22 units, the design is
straightforward. For the last stage, we propose a configurable
radix-22/radix-2 butterfly unit. This butterfly consists of two
cascaded radix-2 butterflies as shown in Fig. 3. When a radix-2
instead of a radix-4 computation is needed, this butterfly enables
only the first internal radix-2 computations and disables the other
radix-2 computation.

4.3 Reuse of twiddle factors

To reduce the storage overhead, only 1/8 period of cosine and sine
waveforms are stored, and the rest of the twiddle factors can be
derived from quadrant conversion, which is shown in Fig. 4. The
sample index for the FFT operation, counting from 0 to N−1, is
used to generate this phase that addresses all the twiddle-factor
ROMs. The first three most significant bits (MSB) of the phase are
used as the control signals to synthesise the correct sine/cosine
value from the outputs of the one-eighth-cycle tables addressed by
the remaining bits of the phase. 

As for the requirement of variable-length FFT computation, the
twiddle factors stored in the ROM are also shared by multiple FFT
modes. Taking the 2 K/4 K/8K-point FFT, for example, the twiddle
factors used in 8K-point FFT can be represented as
exp( − j2πn/8192), where n is from 1 to 8192. While the twiddle
factors used in 4- and 2 K-point FFTs are
exp( − j2πn/4096) = exp( − j2π2n/8192), n = 1, 2, …, 4096, and

exp( − j2πn/2048) = exp( − j2π4n/8192), n = 1, 2, …, 2048,
respectively. Hence, the twiddle factors of 4 K/2K-point FFT are
actually covered by the ones of 8K-point FFT. The difference is the
step generated by the address counter, which changes from one in
the 8K-FFT mode to two and four in 4 and 2 K FFTs, respectively.
Thus, the ROM at the first stage only stores the 1/8 period of
cosine and sine points of 8 K FFT. When changing to the
2048/4096-FFT modes, the address generator adjusts the counter
step accordingly to reuse these twiddle factors.

5 Experimental result
5.1 Precision analysis

To carry out the precision analysis, we set up a C language-based
simulation platform for fixed-point FFT calculation. The
wordlength of twiddle factor is restricted to 13 bit and the output
after multiplication is rounded from 2b−1 to b bit, where b is the
wordlength of multiplicator and multiplicand. Therefore, the
SQNR performance is only affected by the configurations of
cascaded adders at each stage. The accuracy exploration proposed
in Section 3 is carried out with a random generated dataset, the size
of which is 8 M FFT samples. The result is evaluated by both
average and variance of SQNR and the best configuration is
selected for further hardware implementation.

Fig. 5 compares the SQNR of the proposed hybrid scheme with
the ones using unified scaling approach. As shown, using the
proposed hybrid scaling approach always outperforms the unified
scaling approach. When operating at 8K-point mode, the SQNR of
the proposed hybrid scaling scheme can achieve 53.28 dB, while
the SQNR of the rounding-only and truncation-only scheme is
32.88 and 31.18 dB, respectively. This is due to the observed fact
that, during the cascaded addition operation in FFT, the chance for
the next stage to overflow is reduced significantly after scaling
several cascaded stages using truncation or rounding operations. As
known, when no overflow occurs, the overflow protection scheme
is actually an accurate adder without any noise, while the
truncation or rounding operation always incurs errors. Therefore,
by using the proposed hybrid scaling scheme that interleaves the
overflow protection adders following several cascaded rounding or
truncation adders can lead to a better accuracy. Moreover, the
results in Fig. 5 also show that using rounding is able to gain a
better accuracy than using truncation. 

Table 1 Area comparison of multiple synchronisation models
FFT mode Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5
8 K radix-8 radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 radix-4
4 K radix-8 radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 radix-2
2 K radix-8 radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 —
1 K — radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 radix-4
512 — radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 radix-2
256 — radix-8 radix-8 radix-4 —
128 — — radix-8 radix-4 radix-4
64 — — radix-8 radix-4 radix-2
32 — — radix-8 radix-4 —

 

Fig. 3  Architecture of radix-23 butterfly unit
(a) Feedback datapath, (b) Feedforward datapath

 

Fig. 4  Indexing of twiddle factors
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5.2 Implementation result

The proposed reconfigurable FFT processor has been designed and
implemented using SMIC 0.13 μm CMOS process technology.
Fig. 6 shows the layout view and Table 2 lists the post-layout chip
parameters. As the architecture is shown in Fig. 3, ten on-chip
static random access memories are used for intermediate storing
and two ROMs are implemented for twiddle factors storing. The
design can support a maximum operating frequency of 400 MHz
with a throughput of 400 MSample/s. The size of the core is 2.7 
mm2, and the number of logic equivalent gates (two-input
negative-AND gate) is 67 K (without memory). The execution time
to carry out an 8K-point FFT computation is 205.83 μs at 40 MHz,
whereby the power consumption of the core is 35.7 mW by post-
layout simulation. 

Table 3 compares the proposed design with several
reconfigurable FFT processors in terms of FFT size, algorithm,
SQNR, power consumption, clock rate, execution time and area.
Since these FFT processors are implemented in different CMOS
technologies, normalised area and energy per FFT are used for
making a fair comparison. The normalised area [5] is given by

normalised area = area
(technology/0.13 μm)2 (12)

to evaluate the cost of silicon. In addition, for effectively analysing
energy efficiency of FFT processors of different sizes and
throughputs, the normalised energy per FFT [12] is defined by

normalised energy/FFT = power × execution time × 103

M × (voltage/1.2)2 × N log2
N (13)

where N is the FFT size and M is the number of data streams. As
expected, thanks to the proposed scheme, our design achieves the
highest SQNR with a moderate wordlength. Comparing the
normalised area and power, the proposed design outperforms [2,
12]. Although the normalised area in [18], which also provides up
to 8K-point FFT capability, is smaller, its normalised energy is
higher. Reference [19] has the lower normalised area, but the
comparison is further complicated by the fact that [19] supports
FFT sizes only till 2 K. As known, storage elements dominate most
of the area in FFT architectures, and the smaller FFT size leads to a
much less storage requirement. Moreover, the normalised energy in
[19] is also higher than the proposed one. It is noteworthy that,
though the approach presented in this work focuses on building an
accurate reconfigurable FFT architecture, this is not at the expense
of energy efficiency. The proposed 32-8 K FFT processor gives
better energy efficiency (normalised energy/FFT) than most of the
existing architectures. 

Fig. 5  SQNR of a given FFT length with various scaling approaches
 

Fig. 6  Layout of the proposed reconfigurable FFT processors
 

Table 2 Post-layout summary
process SMIC 0.13 μm
voltage 1.2 V
area 2.7 mm2

gate count 67,000
maximum frequency 400 MHz
power 35.7 mW at 40 MHz
 

Table 3 Performance comparison
Proposed [2] [12] [18] [19]

FFT size, K 32-8 64-4 128-2 512-8 128-2
wordlength, bit 10/13 16 8/12 12 16
SQNR, dB 53.28 51 40 — —
technology, nm 0.13 65 90 0.18 0.18
voltage, V 1.2 1.2 1 1.8 1.8
maximum frequency, MHz 400 125 250 50 40
throughout 1 1 4 1 1
execution time, μs 205.83 102.4 51.2 40.96 51.25

chip area, mm2 2.7 1.05 3.1 2.9 4.53

normalised area, mm2 2.7 4.2 6.5 1.5 2.4

power, mW 35.7 at 40 MHz 8 K 33.5 at 40 MHz 4 K 63.72 at 40 MHz 2 K 581 at 50 MHz 2 K 55.64 at 40 MHz 2 K
normalised power, mW 47.91 69.79 52.13 469.49 56.26
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, the quantisation noise in the design of fixed-point
FFT processor is analysed. To yield comparable accuracy with
fewer bit budget, we propose the joint use of multiple scaling
approaches to improve the accuracy of practical FFT
implementation. A statistics-based optimisation scheme is
proposed to explore the optimised configuration of the cascaded
arithmetic blocks at each stage for yielding the most optimised
accuracy for various FFT configurations. By using the proposed
method, a pipelined reconfigurable FFT processor supporting 32-8 
K-point FFT has been implemented in SMIC 0.13  μm process.
The proposed processor has a core area of 2.7 mm2, providing the
highest throughput of 400 MSample/s at 400 MHz. When
executing the 8K-point FFT at 40 MHz, the power dissipation
measured by post-layout simulation is 35.7 mW. Also, it can
achieve the SQNR of 53.28 dB. Compared to the state-of-the-art
FFT implementation, the proposed design improves the SQNR
performance, while has comparable chip area and lower
consumption.
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